From the Investment Claims homepage browse and search all material types and see what has been recently added.

- **Navigation bar:**
  - Browse awards & decisions, treaties, commentaries, and more.

- **‘What’s New’ & ‘Updates’:**
  - An overview of the most recent content added to Investment Claims.

- **Search:**
  - Quick search and advanced search functionality - including jurisdiction, parties, keyword, full text, subject, date, and more.

- **Meta Menu:**
  - Information pages, including ‘About’, ‘FAQs’, ‘Contact Us’, and more.

“...a very valuable resource...it has always been part of our online library”
- Denis Bonvegna, Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle LLP
Quick and advanced searches are available in Investment Claims - results for both can be further refined and emailed to other users.

Filter results:
Filter by material type - results are presented by relevance as default.

Email results:
Results can be emailed to other users of the service.

Results overview:
Results are presented with title, parties, date, court, location, and keyword(s).

"Investment Claims is cutting down on much of the work an attorney or professor has to do"
- Jacob Sayward, Fordham Law's Leo T. Kissam Memorial Library
All material within Investment Claims is presented in the same format - use the table of contents to navigate.

- Search results: Move between different materials containing a searched term.
- Table of contents: Quick navigation to the various parts of the material.

Print and Email: Print-friendly PDF can be saved, printed, or emailed.

Case overview: Shows title, court, parties, date, subject area, procedural stage, and more.

Oxford Law Citator: Direct links to cited material and related material within this and other resources. Click on this symbol to discover more.

Search term hits: Move between occurrences of a searched term within the text of the article.

"...an invaluable resource for any practitioner or student..."
- Romesh Weeramantry, City University of Hong Kong